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Minutes 
Meeting of the Concurrent Education Students’ Association Council 

 
Members Present: Julia Andersen, Hannah Bryon, Afsheen Chowdhury, Emily Coulas, 
Madeline da Silva, Victoria Jonasson, Allison Kielbasa, Michelle Khanna, Hanna Lee, Katie 
Lem, Brendan Lerant, Jathorsan Lingarajan, Amanda Lyons, Makenzi Mellon, Evan Noronha, 
Sarah Reddick, Maddie Rich, Emily Teves, Sandie Tran, Emily Walker, Erin Woito, Tiffany 
Wong, and Daniel Xu.  
 
Also Present: Jazmine Graham and Carla Namkung 
 
Regrets: Thalia Anobile, Natalie Bienias, Madison Berrisford, Ruth Bryce, John Carney, 
Esther Eisen, Nicole Emmerton, Linda Hu, Saorise Kilkenny- Beattie, Alexander Kotsopoulos, 
Jansen Lau, Alexandra Lauzon, Charlen Lee, Nicole Li, Wendy Li, Cameron MacDonald, 
Samantha Mahoney, Joshua Maligeya, Bronte McMaster, Zoe Miller, Aliyaa Mohammed, 
Janna Moselhi, Ashley Ngo, Elise Ngo, Cameron Perkins, Jacob Pittini, Amanda Rankin, 
Shannon Robinson, Kate Rochon, Abby Skene, Katie Thom, Connie Trinh, Grace Vidad 
 

 
1. Motion #1- Adoption of the Agenda of the meeting of February 10th, 2019 

Moved by: Erin Woito 
Seconded by: Tiffany Wong 
Changes: 
- Moving Guest Speaker after Speakers Business 
- Move the BISC Rep Motion (number 8) to the top of the list 
- Move QCE Hiring Panel Motion right after the BISC Rep Motion  
 

2. Motion #2: Approval of the Minutes of the meeting of January 27th, 2019. 
Moved by: Erin Woito 
Seconded by: Tiffany Wong 
 

3. Speaker’s Business 
Evan Noronha, Speaker and Chief Electoral Officer 
- Election results came out in the email, woohoo! 
- Land acknowledgement  

4. Guest Speaker 

a. Nicholas Lorraway: Chair of Queen’s Backing Action on Climate Change 

Lorrway: Hi my name is Nick, I’m chair of QMAC, we’ve been around for about 10 years, 
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we normally do educational event and lobbying, we’re working on more sustainable 
services. Our main thing is fossil fuel divestment. Divestment is moving your money from 
things that you don’t believe in, usually if the company is doing something you don’t agree 
with or don’t support. Within the last 10 years’ fossil fuel campaigns have been picked up 
and have been working on divesting investments from companies. Fossil fuel companies 
knew about climate change but didn’t want to address it because it would damage their 
profits. Carbon budget is how many emissions we can burn until the temperature increases 
by 2 degrees, it’s unprecedented in human history, glaciers are essentially gone and 
temperatures are rising causing intense weather patterns. All existing issues in the world 
are becoming worse, so the carbon budget assumes carbon neutrality by 2020. So, working 
to exist without fossil fuels, as of now we are still increasing emissions and need a big 
change. There’s about 7 years left at current burning limits until we have used this budget 
up. I’m assuming you all believe in climate change and understand the core details about it. 
The carbon bubble is where fossil fuel budgets are given to companies and they are all 
overvalued. Queen’s Investments are about 12 million dollars in the endowment fund, 
obviously vastly overvalued and we have a significant risk in the investment side. We asked 
for this in 2012 and the university said they didn’t find reasons compelling enough but 
we’ve found that that was false. There was 137 million dollars in loss returns between 2012 
and now. I’m sure you’re wondering why I am here to talk to you and ask for your support – 
you guys are here because you care about how things run on campus. We want Queens to be 
doing the right thing, what we are officially asking is that queens remove its investments. 
Divestment is the solution to not be immorally complacent in these issues. We have 
companies that we are invested in that are doing things that we disagree with but right now 
we are being complacent about it, so we need to start taking action and responding.  

Queen’s invested this much money and we are at risk of losing this. We must choose 
between keeping the investment money or a habitual planet. Why am I here? We 
don’t want Queen’s to not work anymore, we want to being doing the right thing. We 
are asking the Queen’s stops all its investments and freeze their fossil fuels until 
2025. We have these companies holding us back and it’s a huge message to 
politicians, and companies that we will not sit back and be complicit. Doing 
something this big requires a lot of other student government.  We are going to 
present a petition and a 28-page document with research on this. We have been 
going to 6 faculties, and we have about a dozen more. We also need the students 
support as well. You can earn money and help people. I have a petition that I will 
pass around, that you can choose to sign if you support.  

By divesting form fossil fuels, Queen’s University has the opportunity to positions itself as a 
Canadian leader in the fight against climate change. Moreover, Queen’s risks its financial 
stability by continuing to invest in increasingly unstable fossil fuel corporations. There is no 
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evidence that divestment will impair the performance of Queen’s portfolio’s. However, 
there is ample evidence that in signing your name to this petition, you support Queen’s 
Backing Action of Climate Change (QBACC’s) demand that Queen’s University fully divest in 
endowment, and investment fund from all fossil fuel corporations by the year 2025 and 
freeze fossil fuel investment immediately. This petition will be uploaded to the online 
petition “Divest Queen’s From Fossil Fuels (2018-2019)” on GoFossilFree.org. 

You can help by signing our petition and we are bringing it to the board meeting in May. We 
have done a ton of research and looked at other campaigns, they will deliberate for a while 
and we can go into faculty meetings, 5 faculties have already pledged their support.  We 
need student support though to show how this is impacting everyone on campus. So I have 
a petition that I’m going to go ahead and pass around, I have a faculty support motion that 
allows you guys to say as CESA you support this movement. Anyone have questions? 

Lerant: So, this petition going around is all physical signatures? 
 

Lorrway: Yes. Passing around a physical petition is much more successful. We take the 
signatures and upload it online, and we don’t take your emails or ask for subscriptions. For 
more information, please feel free to follow us on Facebook. We’ve found that it’s much 
more effective to have a physical petition. Alright well thank you for listening to me talk! 

5. President’s Report 
Tiffany Wong, President 
- CESA Executive Team 

o Congratulations to Team iLluMiNate on their successful campaign. I look 
forward to seeing how Carla, Jathorson, and Makenzi (and Jazz) will take 
on the role of CESA Executive to make it their own, as well as grow in the 
role to better serve students. 

- Policy Cleanup  
o Connie, Sarah, and I are in the process of updating CESA Constitution to 

make sure it reflects our commitment to equitable practices as well as 
updating the CESA Job Description Policy to make sure it reflects our 
specific duties. And we need YOUR help! 

o It would be much appreciated if you could take a look at the job 
description for your position and consider any edits/updates to make 
sure it reflects your current responsibilities. Thank you!  

- Student Choice Initiative  
o The Minister announced a “Student Choice Initiative” through which 

every individual student can choose which student fees they want to pay 
and how that money will be allocated.  

o Fees for essential campus health and safety initiatives will continue to be 
mandatory.  
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o While the SCI provides students more freedom to choose where their 
money is spent and whether they can afford to give it, the AMS is 
expecting a 30-50% operating budget cut due to student union fees 
becoming opt-outable and are pushed to consider cuts to student 
services that support students’ academic and student life experience.  

o The AMS is in the process of determining which services they should 
continue to offer and which services they need to cut to ensure financial 
sustainability while at the same time maintain the services that students 
value most. 

o  Importantly, this new framework would also render the CESA student 
fee opt-outable (i.e., we can no longer collect faculty society fees), and as 
such, I will work with the incoming executive team to ensure we take the 
potential financial and social impact into account when creating the 
budget for next year.  

o Moving forward, I will also discuss these issues in my upcoming meeting 
with Peter Chin on February 14th.  

o If you have any questions or concerns regarding this issue or anything 
else, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me!  
 

 
6. Vice President’s Report 

a. Vice President (Internal) 
Connie Trinh, Vice President (Internal) 
- I am currently sitting on the Agnes Benidickson Tricolour Award Selection 

Committee which is why I’m not at the meeting.  
- ASUS 

o The next ASUS Assembly meeting is Feb 14th at 7pm in Wallace Hall. I 
will not be able to attend because I will be on a plane to Denmark! So, 
Sarah will be my proxy at that meeting  

- Faculty 
o The next Faculty Board meeting will be on February 15th, I will also not 

be able to attend. Jansen will be my proxy!  
- Transition 

o Congratulations to Makenzi and Team IlLuMiNate!!!  I had one meeting 
with Makenzi to support her with the motions that she is presenting 
tonight and I look forward on our transition ☺  

- Athletics 
o Cameron, Cameron, and Ashley had their snowball toss event last Friday, 

it was a lot of fun even though it turned into more of a skating/hot 
chocolate hang-out. Thanks to everyone who braved the cold and came 
out to that!  
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- Year Reps 
o The 1st year reps just finished their successful campaign and are working 

on their next event which will be a movie night!  
o The 2nd year reps just had their Bingo Event on Tuesday and are 

planning to collaborate with QCC (Queen’s Collage Collective) for their 
next event!  

o The 3rd year reps are planning to start their Krispy Kreme Donut sales 
for their B.Edder4U Fund after reading week and are planning their 
Halfway There Party!  

o The 4th year reps are working together with their year and the Faculty of 
Ed to figure out their B.Edder4U gift and are planning another Flip-Cup 
Tourney!  

 
b. Vice President (External) 
Sarah Reddick, Vice President (External) 
- Congrats to Team Illuminate, I'm looking forward to see what you have planned.  
- External Umbrella  
- Events Director  

o Katie is great and my life would be a mess without her 
- Relay for Life is on March 8-9 

o Contact Sam & Saoirse, Katie or myself if you have any questions  
o Sign up here: 

http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?team_id
=385777&pg=team&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR1LjsFYy2GmenpT6ndvn
GBWLOQKxv4QXEJhR2zRb1jJZa3N2jmLpIBWyo0 

- Education Speaker Series  is on March 10 
o Date is set 
o Waiting on confirmation of speakers & FOOD 
o Any questions Nicole & Elise has you covered 
o Stay tuned on FB for more info 

- Formal  is on March 23 
o Get excited peeps! 
o Theme coming soon 

- TELC/TEAC/Faculty Board 
o Nothing to update from these meetings now 
o Stay tuned!  

- Anyone with skills of editing videos, please message me because I need help 
 

7. Executive Administrator’s Business 
Erica Woito, Executive Administrator  

http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?team_id=385777&pg=team&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR1LjsFYy2GmenpT6ndvnGBWLOQKxv4QXEJhR2zRb1jJZa3N2jmLpIBWyo0
http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?team_id=385777&pg=team&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR1LjsFYy2GmenpT6ndvnGBWLOQKxv4QXEJhR2zRb1jJZa3N2jmLpIBWyo0
http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?team_id=385777&pg=team&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR1LjsFYy2GmenpT6ndvnGBWLOQKxv4QXEJhR2zRb1jJZa3N2jmLpIBWyo0
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- Nothing to report other than look at Daniel’s Weekly Challenge in the Con-Ed 
Office. One of them involves writing your best joke! I can’t wait to read them! 
 

8. Events Director’s Report 
Katie Lem, Events Director 
- Social Affairs 

o Formal is on March 23  
o Formal theme reveal and Social Affairs Committee will be coming out 

this week!  
o Abby and Amanda are also planning a Paint Night during Week 7 (the 

week after Reading Week) so keep an eye out for more info on that! 
- Community Affairs 

o Relay for Life is March 8-9 
o We are looking for more people to sign up for Relay. There will be some 

prizes for the 3 people who fundraise the most money! We are going to 
be hosting a pie in the face contest on March 1st at the corner of U&U! 
Two people will compete to raise money and whoever raises the most in 
15 minutes gets to pie their competition in the face! All the proceeds will 
go to Relay! Sign up coming soon  

o http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?px=
8529130&pg=personal&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR3_KskKpGEo70X
BOxHF6kGHRRZqYUlfoP-nH_VzsmvH4J53-lIA9N_RO3w 

o this event is not exclusive to Con-Ed Council 
- Workshops  

o Education Speaker Series is March 10th  
o Nicole and Elise are continuing their amazing work on ESS for this 

semester! The workshops are incredible and are going to cover subjects 
like technology in the classroom and teaching French. More information 
will be coming out soon on Facebook with specifics about room bookings 
and registration! 

 
9. Marketing and Design Director’s Report 

Hanna Lee, Marketing and Design Director 
- Marketing 

o Just a reminder to try and keep things on brand 
o This means including the CESA logo in CESA-related graphics and 

pictures  
o Please use the official colours 

▪ Light Teal (#CEF6EC) 
▪ Dark Teal (#1EC09C) 
▪ Red (#E50F32) 

http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?px=8529130&pg=personal&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR3_KskKpGEo70XBOxHF6kGHRRZqYUlfoP-nH_VzsmvH4J53-lIA9N_RO3w
http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?px=8529130&pg=personal&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR3_KskKpGEo70XBOxHF6kGHRRZqYUlfoP-nH_VzsmvH4J53-lIA9N_RO3w
http://convio.cancer.ca/site/TR/RelayForLife/RFLY_ON_even_?px=8529130&pg=personal&fr_id=24395&fbclid=IwAR3_KskKpGEo70XBOxHF6kGHRRZqYUlfoP-nH_VzsmvH4J53-lIA9N_RO3w
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▪ Light Grey (#E6E6E6) 
 

10. Treasurer’s Report 
Amanda Lyons, Treasurer 
- Nothing to report  

 
11. Academic Affairs Commissioner’s Report 

Natalie Bienias, Academic Affairs Commissioner 
- No updates 
- Study Sessions 

o Exam schedules come out next week so that’s when I’ll start planning the 
winter study sessions 

o For those of you who volunteered, if there was anything you think 
should be changed or altered for the winter sessions please let me know 
 

12. Equity Affairs Commissioner’s Report 
Aliyaa Mohammed, Equity Affairs Commissioner 

- She is looking for a first and fourth year rep for the RJ Hill Award, so if you know 
anyone pass that along 

- The mental health petting zoo event has been postponed  
 

13. Sustainability Commissioner’s Report 
Zoe Miller, Sustainability Commissioner 
- There’s nothing much to report on this week as I’m still planning and trying to 

find an appropriate time to plan a planet earth watching night with bring own 
containers.  

- So instead I’ll report on some cool sustainability things that are happening 
around campus. 

o Sustainability Office – Queen’s has broken ground on the new hot water 
heating system on West Campus aiming to significantly reduce Queen’s 
carbon footprint. 

o QBACC – Queen’s Backing Action on Climate Change – This group is 
having a poster contest to promote divestment awareness on campus. 
There are prizes and submissions can be made until March 11th to 
queensbacc@gmail.com. 

o The Earth Centre – They will be holding a pop-up shop in the ARC 
tomorrow from 10:00am – 4:00pm to promote all their affordable 
sustainable products.  
 

14. Senator’s Report 
Afsheen Chowdhury, Senator 

mailto:queensbacc@gmail.com
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- "OSAP discussed at length at January 29th Senate Meeting.  
o Before delving in, here is some background information... 
o This past month, the Provincial Government announced multiple 

changes to OSAP and tuition costs which will be effecting all Ontario 
post-secondary students both domestically and internationally. If you 
have not heard/read up on the matter, here are a few points to keep in 
mind:  

o 10% fee reduction on tuition for domestic students only  
o tuition freeze for programs affected by fee reduction (meaning 10% 

reduction of University revenue will have to be generated elsewhere)  
o Previous OSAP changes of increase from 60% to 98% grants will now be 

reverted. Undergraduate students will now be required to take out 10% 
of their fees in loans before even being eligible for grants, and graduate 
students will be required to take out 50% of their fees in loans before 
being eligible for grants, at which point you may or may not receive 
further loans or grants. 

o The age of dependency to parents is increased from 4 to now 6 years 
from high school graduation, meaning you are still considered to be 
receiving financial support from your family 6 years after graduating 
high school and this is a factor considered in generating grants/loans per 
applicant 

o The 6-month grace period no longer exists and so interest will begin to 
accumulate immediately after graduation 

 
How this effects CESA and all students governments and clubs across Ontario:  

- A choice to opt out of student fees is set to be introduced, there were no specific 
notes on what is or is not deemed “necessary” - fees will be divided into “core 
services” and “other services” - meaning that students will now no longer be 
mandated as part of tuition to pay for campus fees, student union fees, student 
services fees  

- In other words, we have to reconfigure budget, funding allocations, and a 
tracking system for students who opt-in and out of fees, redefine access to 
events and programs put on through student levy fees  

 
Now let's debrief the conversation at Senate, which you should care about because it is the 
highest academic authority and carries out institutional responses to governmental 
changes. We discussed the following:  

1. Daniel Wolfe - reported on increasing bursaries and student financial assistance 
internally to address funding cuts  
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2. Tom Harris (Vice-Principal - Academics) - reported on the reduction in revenue 
from tuition cuts, means that Queen's losses approx. $32 Miliion (due to 10% 
domestic tuition deduction).  

o Combine cost of reduction and revenue generation, a multi-year response  
o Real political pressure to reverse (democracy swings on a pendulum)  
o Council of Ontario Universities (COU) - Wolfe is chairing, will speak with 

Ontario Principals about a game plan  
o Student Awards Office does not have specific numbers to work with, the goal 

is to move resources around and address the financial needs of those most 
heavily impacted  

3. Quick stats for Queen's: total OSAP applicants at undergrad level are 6000 and about 
1000 students received free tuition  

4. Tyler Morrision (SGPS President) - raised the point of international students facing 
the repercussions, and urging to not increase their tuition as means for generating 
revenue - consider undergrad to graduate student impact (with respect to grad time 
to completion of degree/program)  

o Wolfe responds: This is on the table and under consideration. Options are to 
cuts services, staff, faculty, so before that they would increase international 
tuition and enrollment  

- All in all, keep reading the news, participating in governance and keeping up to 
date on how the University and Ontario as a whole is going to respond to this as 
it will impact the years to come."  

15. AMS Representatives’ Report 
Alison Kielbasa and Maddie DeSilva, Representative to the AMS and First Year 
Representative to AMS 
- NEWS FROM THE AMS 

o Three weeks ago, Maddie, Tiffany, Julia and I attended the first AMS 
assembly meeting of the new year. We had a presentation from OUSA 
about what they do in congruence with the AMS and the Doug Ford 
government. Some shenanigans happened. Nothing to report on 
specifically from this.  

o Last week, Maddie and Tiff attended a special assembly called by the 
AMS to discuss the cost of the external investigator set to investigate the 
Tyrell/Martinez situation. The cost will be covered by the Board of 
Directors and will not cost additional fee to the student body.  

o Thursday night, Maddie, Tiff and I (for a bit) attended another special 
assembly to discuss the future of the AMS. Since Doug Ford has set up 
cutbacks to the university funding, the AMS is forced to increase the 
number of opt-out fees within student tuition. Due to this new policy, the 
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AMS has to reduce the number of services and non-essential 
opportunities provided to and for the student body.  At this meeting, 
representatives from the AMS were called up to present the jobs that 
they do and pitch to the assembly why their services should be deemed 
essential. We did not vote on what should be eliminated but the Board of 
Directors will have to vote in the next few weeks. We would like to 
propose a discussion in this meeting to hear what you, the Con Ed 
students, believe is an essential service and what you believe needs to be 
offered despite these cutbacks. 
 

16. Year Representatives’ Report 
a. First Year Representatives 

Grace Vidad and Brendan Lerant, 1st year Reps  
- All we have to report on is that we are currently planning a super awesome 

movie night event that will occur in the near future. 
- Will be a Harry Potter movie and its welcome to all years  
- Otherwise, we have been promoting other people’s events  

 
b. Second Year Representatives 

Julia Anderson and Maddie Rich, 2nd year Reps 
- Not a lot going on with us, we are working with Queen’s Collage. It may be an all 

year event.  
 

c. Third Year Representatives 
Jathornsan Lingarajan and Makenzi Mellon, 3rd year Reps 

- We are currently planning our halfway there party  
- If anyone has any ideas or suggestions, please feel free to message us!  
- Also, our B.Edder4U fundraiser will be taking place after reading week and we 

will be selling Krispy Kreme donuts once again!  
- Thank you so much for all your support during our leave of absence!  

 
d. Fourth Year Representative 

Bronte MacMaster and Emily Walker, 4th year Reps 
- Hope you all had a wonderful first half of the semester 
- Right now were in the midst of planning out next event: FLIP CUP TOURNY 

ROUND 2! This was such a popular event last year and we’ve heard some 
murmurs about wanting to do it again!  

- We are planning for it to happen Thursday Feb. 28th so if you’re in fourth year 
come out and have some fun with us!! 
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- We are actively looking into what to choose for the B.Edder for you gift and 
haven’t landed on anything concrete but we have some ideas brewing and are 
totally open to any suggests!! 

17. QCE Chair’s Report 
Emily Teves, QCE Chair  
- Hiring is taking place soon 
- If you’re intresting you in sitting on this panel, I encourage you to volunteer 

yourself or having a friend volunteer you. 
 

18. Head Teach’s Report 
Madison Berrisford, Head Teach 
- Hiring took place, thank you Sarah for all your hours you committed  
- Continue to be VIP in the office 
- Thank you to the BISC Reps for a productive meeting 

 
19. BISC Representatives’ Report 

Hannah Bryon & Vic Jonasson, BISC Representatives’ 
- Drafting our FAQ doc – if you have any suggestions of helpful information about 

main campus e.g. Bus apps, pro tips, fav study spots, please tell us!  
o This will be a “How To” document to navigate Queen’s  
o Anyone who is a Queen’s student can contribute to this forum  

- Created our Facebook group for Con-Eds currently at the castle  
 

20. Statements by Members 
 

a) Chowdhury- Bangladesh week  
When we come back from reading week, its Bangladesh week! Its international 
mother language day on. February 21! I’ll put some information in the group and 
it’s going to be awesome so I recommend checking that out. This is an important 
aspect of this history, people marched for the right to speak their mother tongue 
and their own language and we commemorate language day now. There’s going 
to be a lot of information that is important to hear how Bengala was not the 
language being spoken and people protested and walked out of class and stood 
for the language they wanted. There will be several activities after the break.  

 
b) Rich-  Volunteer Needed 

Looking for someone to sit on my hiring panel for the education outreach board. 
If you are interested please let me know if you know  
 

21. Question Period 
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22. Old Business 
 

23. New Business  
 

a. Motion #3 – Pumpkin Spice Latte and BISCuits this Fall 
Moved by: Hannah Bryon 
Seconded by: Victoria Jonasson 
The CESA Council amends Article 2 of the CESA Hiring Policy Manual 2018 as 
outlined in Appendix: Pumpkin Spice Latte and BISCuits this Fall. 

 
Bryon: In response from the last meeting, we have moved forward to go ahead 
with Hiring at the end of the fall term, and extend into the winter term. This is a 
way to maximize the position.  

 
Motion passed unanimously.  

 
b. Motion #4 – QCE Hiring Panel Member Appointment 

Moved by: Sarah Reddick 
Seconded by: Tiffany Wong 
That CESA Council nominate two (2) members of the Association to sit on the 
Queen’s Conference on Education hiring panel. 
 

Reddick: This motion is to appoint two members to sit on the hiring panel for the 
QCE Executives. The dates set up for the interviews are the 27, 1 and 2 all in the 
evening and all day on the third. If you are available and would like to sit on this 
panel with Emily Teves, Jthor and Jazz Graham that would be great.  
 
Noronha: I’m now going to open the nomination period. 
 
Walker: I’d like to appoint Allison Kielbasa.  
 
Kielbasa: I accept. 
 
Teves: I’d like to appoint Evan Noronha . 
 
Noronha: I respectfully decline. 
 
Anderson: I’d like to appoint Maddie Rich. 
 
Rich: I respectfully decline. 
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Wong: I’d like to appoint Esther Eisen. 
 
Eisen: I respectfully decline. 
 
Riddick: I’d like to appoint Kate Rochon.  
 
Rochon: I accept. 
 
Kielbasa: I’d like to nominate Daniel Xu. 
 
Xu: I accept. 
 
Wong: I’d like to nominate Brendan Lerant. 
 
Lerant: I accept. 
 
Lingarajan: I’d like to appoint Maddie DeSilva. 
 
DeSilva: I respectfully decline. 
  
Teves: I’d like to appoint Hannah Lee. 
 
Lee: I respectfully decline. 
 
Walker: Motion to close.  
Motion Passed. 

 
Noronha: We are going to do introduction and then will have questions 
 
Kielbasa: Hi, I am Allison. I am in 3rd year and your rep to the AMS. I want to sit on 
this panel because QCE is a lovely event and I’ve been the past two years and would 
love to be on the hiring panel.  

 
Rochon: Hi I am Kate. I am the intern to the Vice President External. I would like to 
sit on the panel to expand who I know. I know a lot of people in first year but would 
like to get to know others. I didn’t get to go to QCE but would love to sit on the panel. 

 
Xu: I’m intern to the exec admin; my name is Daniel. I’d like to sit on the panel to 
learn about the hiring process and to see how my hiring choices have effected how 
QCE is ran. 
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Lerant: Hi! I am in first year, and I’m the first-year representative, I want to be a 
part of this because I attended QCE this year and I would love to be on the hiring 
panel to see what people have to bring and what ideas they have and to make sure 
that QCE runs well. 

 
Wong: How do you plan to actively recognize your hiring bias in this process? 

 
Lerant: One thing I have is that I don’t want to be biased in anyway, I think we all 
see that, being impartial is the way to go. To eliminate bias, I would create a set list 
of criteria to see if the person can follow this.  

 
Xu: To prevent bias, having an objective look on all the candidates is important so 
looking at each person separately and making sure we aren’t just looking at names 
but through objective lenses, possibly using a rubric or something like that so we 
can find the correct exec team. 

 
Rochon: Probably just making sure I look at only things presented in the interview 
and not looking to what I know beyond the person. Odds are I also don’t know the 
person so there’s that. 

 
Kielbasa: If you do know the person you have to volunteer yourself to speak last 
and ask questions last so that it doesn’t impact the rest of the panel. I’m definitely 
good at compartmentalizing so I will separate my personal life from hiring and not 
bringing in other information 
 
Graham: If a conflict were to arise between you and another hiring member, how 
you work to resolve it? 

 
Kielbasa: Since we have this new wonderful exec admin Jazz I think bringing her 
into any conversation to make sure we have no standout biases will be beneficial to 
make sure any conflict is resolved. 

 
Rochon: If there is a conflict, voicing why I believe a person deserve the positon, 
actively listening to what others have to say, and be willing to have an open mind to 
change my position. 

 
Xu: I think it’s important to have an open conversation and trying to see what they 
think of candidates and pros and cons that we see and makes sure if necessary use 
another member of the panel and make sure that neither of us are biased. I would 
look at the pros and cons the other person may have and then compare that to my 
own stance.   
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Lerant: I would map it out in a sense, making a list of the pros and cons of a person 
and comparing it between the candidates. Then I would compare how the candidate 
fits in what we value for the position.  

 
Noraha: You may say your closing remarks. 

 
Lerant: If you do  select me to be a part of this hiring panel, I promise I will be an 
unbiased in the hiring panel. 
 
Xu: It would be awesome to be on the hiring panel and I will do my best to make 
sure QCE exec team will be the best and to ensure we have the best QCE. 

 
Rochon: It would be important to make sure QCE is run in the best way possible 

 
Kielbasa: Daniel stole the words right out of my mouth. If I was lucky enough to get 
on the panel, I would make sure QCE is the best it can be and make sure the team 
next year is cohesive and that they will do the best they can. 

 
Reddick: Motion to vote to secret ballot.  
Motion passed. 
 
Noronha: The two-people sitting on the hiring panel are Allison and Daniel. 

 
Reddick: Motion to extend the meeting by 30 minutes 
Motion passes. 
 

c. Motion #5 – Con-Ed Needs More Paparazzi (A) 
Moved by: Makenzi Mellon 
Seconded by: Hanna Lee 
That CESA Council amends Article 5 of the Constitution as outlined in 
Appendix: Video Coordinator (A)  

 
Mellon: This motion is about creating a new position, the videographer/video 
coordinator. I wanted this because hiring is coming up and we’ve been talking about 
this for a while. The videographer would go under the vice president internal 
umbrella. 

 
Noronha:  Are there any questions? 
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Lee: Adding this position would be beneficial to con-ed so I would recommend 
being open to it because it can engage a lot of interest in event. 

 
Lerant: What events would the videographer function for? 

 
Mellon: It would be under section E (i) it outlines events such as QCE, Con-ED camp, 
orientation week, Glow and the Dark Dodgeball. More events are open to having the 
videographer there we just thought it was especially important that they be there. 

 
Wong: Is there a specific reason why Dodgeball event specifically put on, it already 
is part of Con-ed Week? 
 
Mellon: No specific reason it just slipped my mind it was included so we can strike 
that.  

 
Wong: Motion to amend 4.20 (e) (i) and take out Con-Ed Dodgeball and have it 
assumed in Con-ed week. 

 
Mellon: Motion deemed friendly.  

 
Rochon: Would the videographer be expected to pay for the events? 

 
Mellon: Yes, it will reflect the photography coordinators role. I guess the same as 
how it would be for the photography coordinators, it would be a similar set of rules.  

 
Teves: Point of information, photographers just show up to take photos. Orientation 
week is a paid event.  

 
Reddick: How do you plan to rearrange to buy a new video camera due to loosing 
30-40 percent of our budget? A good camera is about 300 dollars. 

 
Mellon: We haven’t quite figured it out and we are in the process of figuring out 
how our money will be allocated. 

 
Jthor: We are having conversations with a lot of people and seeing if we can take 
some money from other areas, and see if it’s feasible to take some money from here 
and there to take money from other sections to compensate the fee from all three 
umbrellas.  

 
Reddick: Hiring is coming up in the next three weeks, will you have these budgets 
set up? 
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Namkung: Currently the budgeting is in the process I have asked what procedures 
what other faculties are following and they have yet to get back to us. The budget is 
unclear but we do believe that with the referendum coming up this is a possibility 
for us. We don’t want to be held accountable if allocation change, but we do believe 
that we can prioritize. We don’t have all the answers or all the numbers set but we 
are continuing with conversations. 

 
Lyons: I’m wondering why this new position wouldn’t be a member of council? How 
would they be accountable for their position? 

 
Mellon: I just followed what the photography coordinators role was, I don’t really 
have anything against having them on council or not, I just thought because the 
photography coordinators aren’t and they’re so similar that they should probably 
have similar roles in council. I felt that the positions were similar.  

 
Lyon: I thought photographers were extended council? 
 
Namkung: It says that other positions represent them at meetings but they aren’t 
required to come to council. We tried to just keep in line with photographers. There 
is a discrepancy but all in all they would be on extended council. 

 
Teves: Just because I have had experience as photography coordinator, I know for 
the last two years just because of them being interested they often have their own 
equipment, the CESA camera we have already can take videos. Just for the interest of 
having more people involved in CESA that’s an option. Some of our phone cameras 
and the CESA camera can take videos. Maybe an option that is more flexible is to use 
ours and their current resources.  

 
Mellon: The current CESA camera does take videos, but they aren’t the best, so if it’s 
not possible it’s not mandatory to buy a new one. We are seeing if there are ways to 
allocate for a camera, but if it’s not possible, it’s not mandatory. We are happy to use 
the current CESA camera and phones.  

 
Lerant: My question is where would the video camera be kept if it was a shared 
camera between the photographer and videographer and where would the 
responsibilities of the camera lie? My second question is if there is a videographer 
recording videos would it be a boomerang thing or like longer videos? 

 
Mellon: Refer to section f for who has responsibility at all times. It says that 
distribution should be spread among all the people responsible, and video wise I 
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think it’s pretty much up to the videographer and whatever they feel is best for each 
event. For your second questions, I would say it doesn’t matter, we give them their 
freedom. 

 
Kielbasa: Is there additional software that needs to be purchased to accompany this 
position? 

 
Mellon: I’m not experienced in the editing field but I would say iMovie may be 
needed.  

 
Kielbasa: Some people don’t have a MacBook. 

 
Mellon: I am not sure how iMovie works with other computers, can someone speak 
to that? 

 
Lingarajan: We are already paying for software’s, there are 10 and one is for video. 

 
Wong: Have you talked to photography coordinators regarding taking this on as 
their own responsibility?  

 
Mellon: We have not spoken to them, I have a meeting with Emily soon and this is 
something I will keep in mind with my upcoming meetings. 

 
Lem : It seems like there’s a bunch of things that haven’t been quite figured out so 
not sure how we’re supposed to be voting when there’s logistical concerns that 
haven’t bene sorted out. What would be the main objective of having these videos 
out? What’s the goal of this resource? 
 
Namkung: This was a platform point that was on both the campaign teams to have 
more students involved. There is a difference between students interested in 
photography and videography. We are aware of the financial issues and I don’t think 
this is a huge financial risk, we just want to open up opportunities. When a 
sustainability commissioner first came on it was the same thing where we weren’t 
sure what they would do but I think we can trust the students coming on this role to 
figure out what they want to do 
 
Mellon: Also, to add this on, we wanted to push for this positon this opportunity for 
hiring before it’s too late.  
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Lem: Just to clarify like the things that aren’t figured out, in terms of having people 
required to go to events we would have to make sure that it is equitable, specifically 
if someone can’t afford to have a specific software or afford to go to events? 

 
Mellon: I understand where you’re coming from, we’re in the process of trying to 
figure that out so we can plan for the upcoming position and will take that into 
consideration 

 
Namkung: This position was intended to be consistent with videographers, as of 
now people aren’t required to go to con-ed camp but sometimes people will take on 
the role if they are already attending the event. This would be congruent with the 
photography coordinators.  

 
Lingarajan: For the past orientation weeks, we have had two photography 
coordinators and the Head Teach has had to find a third person to take on this role 
too as an alternative back up. So if there are issues we can have back-ups or 
alternates to take the position. 

 
Reddick: Will the video coordinators be responsible for overseeing the media? 

 
Mellon: This falls under the marketing director. 

 
Kielbasa: Is there any idea of bringing this in the photography position instead of 
creating its own position? 
 
Teves: I know that a lot of the time only one photographer is free anyways, so it 
would put more pressure on the photographer coordinator to go to every event if 
there was only one of them 

 
Namkung: We also want to separate a photographer from having to make videos if 
they do not have the experience.  

 
Rich: Would there be the possibility for people to use their own cameras? 

 
Mellon: Yes. 

 
Lyons: Because all position on CESA are no experience necessary and how do you 
plan on training and supporting these candidates if you yourself have no experience 
to create high quality videos? 
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Namkung: I think that’s what’s really wonderful about having a media committee 
where people can share opinions and backgrounds. Not everyone has been 
experienced in photography and has held that position. I think we can move through 
that as a council. Obviously as a first-time position, we will learn from our mistakes 
and this posed no risk financially so it’s really a learning experience.  
 
Kielbasa: Motion to close the speaker list.  
Motion closed.  
 
Riddick: The second F subsection there, at this point in time there is no such thing 
as a media committee and in your blurb there should be an explanation. 
 
Mellon: the media commit is assumed to be the photography committee. I took this 
from the photography description. If we want to make an amendment to clarify this, 
I am open to this.  
 
Reddick: No amendments at this moment.  

 
d. Motion #6 – Con-Ed Needs More Paparazzi (B) 

Moved by: Makenzi Mellon  
Seconded by: Hanna Lee 
That CESA Council amends the Job Description Policy as outlined in Appendix: 
Video Coordinator (B) 

 
Mellon: Nothing further to add.  
 
Lee: Nothing further to add.  
 
Lingarajan: The purpose of the position is to open more positions in con-ed. 
Student engagement is hard because barely people come to the event. Friends usual 
come to support you. It’s more of a promotional. Having a one minute recap is more 
engaging than looking at 400 pictures if they are in first year and never attended.  
 
Wong: From the sentiments and concerns raised tonight I would recommend 
movers to set up more consultations 
 
Kielbasa: I just wanted to look at the possibility of posing the idea to and 
considering studio Q’s opinion on this. They are a service available to you and 
although this could be a useful position, it might create a deficit on our budget.  
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Lingarajan: Having studio Q at all the events is really expensive so long run that 
would actually cost way more. For shooting a video with studio Q is 75 dollars per 
hour and 40 dollars for editing. It is cheaper to have our own position.  
 
Reddick: perhaps Kielbasa means having a meeting with studio Q to understand 
how they orchestrate, discussing with them how they set it up and see if they can 
transfer their skills and knowledge rather than buying their service. 
 
Mellon: Thank you that’s a great idea.  
 
Lerant: What do you think the benefits of having both would be when you could just 
have the photography coordinator act as a media coordinator? 
 
Mellon: We think that video grasp more of an engagement. We want to increase the 
number of people attending the events. We also want to include more people on 
council and create more opportunity and this will be beneficial 
 
Lingarajan: To reiterate Teve’s point. Having more positions is better than having 
one person take on both duties because it is a lot for one person.  
 
Reddick: Motion to close the speakers list. 
Motion passed. 
 
Noronha: Motion was not passed.  
 

e. Motion #7 – Merch Movement 
Moved by: Makenzi Mellon 
Seconded by: Thalia Anobile 
That CESA Council amends the Job Description Policy as outlined in Appendix: 
Merch Movement 

 
Mellon: Pretty much we want to move the Merchandise position out from the 
umbrella under the Marketing Director and move it into the Vice President Internal 
umbrella. This is beneficial because they work closely with the vice president 
internal so that takes a little responsibility off the Marketing Director. 

 
Lingarajan: How this is going to impact hiring is the Marketing Director normally 
sits on the panel to hire the merchandise position but this would make it so they 
don’t sit on the panel. 

 
Noronha: Opening- up speakers list. 
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Reddick: Motion to close speakers list.  

 
Motion passes unanimously.  

 
f. Motion #8 – Spilling the EquiTEA 

Moved by: Tiffany Wong 
Seconded by: Connie Trinh 
That CESA Council amend the Hiring Policy Manual as outlined in Appendix: 
Spilling the EquiTEA. 

   
Wong: This past week Connie met with the Equity office. Heidi and Connie 
extensively reviewed CESA’s hiring panel. Most notably we noted the non-requests 
ability, which would make exec compromised if two students could not request each 
other, students should not be able to control people who are able to be hired to the 
position. 
 
Reddick: Motion to extend the meeting by 30 minutes.   
Motion passes unanimously.  

 
Noronha: opening the speakers list. 
 
Namkung: Out of curiosity, when was this creation of non-requests created? What 
concerns were addressed when it came into policy? 
 
Wong: I think we run into a problem with incoming exec teams. We need to stop 
basing what we think is best, which is why we reached out to professionals. We 
thought it was most beneficial to reach out to professionals.  
 
Graham: How will this also affect when teaches get hired and they are non-
requesting for teaches and office hour time? 
 
Reddick: For the teach application request and office hour request it will remain 
confidential. It will not affect their ability to be hired for the position. When it comes 
to teach and office hour it simply does not affect other people involved.  
 
Kielbasa: Concerning the preference side of things, if you understand from past 
experience that you are unable to work with other people, is there a contingency 
plan on how if they do get hired on the same team they will work together without 
compromising the quality of their work? 
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Reddick: I think compromise is very important when people do have different 
perspectives so by taking non-requests out we are making it more equitable and we 
can deal with problems we have to face. 
 
Teves: I personally think this is a really good idea. But would it be the same process 
of getting a position where you accept or decline and everything else would be the 
exact same? 
 
Reddick: The only change being made is the option to non-request nothing else. 
 
Namkung: Is this something practiced in other faculties and societies? 
 
Reddick: No, no other faculties do this. In the real world, you cannot choose who 
you want to work with.  
 
Wong: As it stands non-request will be available for office hours and teach hiring’s 
but it’s being removed from group hiring. We don’t want non-requests to sabotage 
hiring panels to make the most equitable hiring decision. 
 
Kielbasa: I just have a question regarding hiring of the team itself, I just wanted to 
know if the entire team is announced to you before you make your decision and if 
that’s something that would be helpful for them to make their choice? 

 
Reddick: As it stands, you do not know who you are working with and you simply 
just accept or decline to the position and not know who you are working with. In 
interviews, the individual should be consciously aware who may be potentially work 
with and how this will affect them. This is specific to Teach Exec and QCE Exec 
hiring.  
 
Graham: Is there a way that we can also make it more consistent as far as hiring 
that the teams know who they are with, since we are taking away non-requests they 
can remove themselves from that team before it is hired if they can’t work with the 
group? 

 
Wong: I would be open to having that option. It would show me that they fear who 
they are working with rather than the value of the position.  
 
Teves: This is a conflict, I think that would be really complicated because that could 
create a chain reaction and then you could just end up not having enough people in 
the position. I think you can remove yourself if you know you can’t work with them, 
if you really want the job you can work with whoever you want to work with 
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Lyons: I just wanted to say, I feel like we are talking about worse case scenarios, I 
just want to point out that people are applying because they want to do the position. 
I don’t think that person really wants that position if they have a non-request. This is 
something to consider that maybe we don’t want that person.  
 
Lem: I understand what Jazz was saying about being able to remove yourself, if you 
have that self-awareness that’s a good thing. So maybe it’s the need to make 
something like a non-request function as a self-removal tool. In the past they have 
been anonymous and haven’t affect the likelihood of someone getting the position. It 
should only affect the person that put it forward to say that they can’t work with 
that person and it should be known if you’re making that statement you’re removing 
yourself from potentially holding that role. 
 
Wong: Thank you for that suggestion, as it stands I personally don’t know what 
constitutes equitable hiring, so right now I just know that non-requests is not an 
equitable process. Is there a self-removal process that occurs in real life? Not sure. 
Personally, I just think it would be unfortunate if someone decided to remove their 
own eligibility because they aren’t comfortable or willing to work with another 
individual. I think right now we’re just most concerned about what would make the 
most equitable process.  
 
Chowdhury (Tran as proxy): Motion to close.  
Motion passed 

 
 

24. Discussion Period 
 
 

25. Speaker’s Last Word 
Farrago- a confused mass of people or mixture.  

 
 
26. Adjournment: Meeting adjourned at 8:49 PM 
 
 


